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February 21, 2017 
 
Lyn Krieger 
Channel Islands Harbor 
Ventura County Harbor Department 
3900 Pelican Way 
Oxnard, CA 93001 
 
RE: Channel Islands Public Works Plan Amendment No. PWP-4-CIH-16-0005-2 
 
Dear Ms. Krieger: 
 
I am writing to provide you with a status update on, and more information regarding, the 
completeness of the County Harbor Department’s application for the subject Public Works Plan 
Amendment (“PWPA”).  At this time, your application remains incomplete for the following 
two reasons: 
 

1) Preliminary Approval by the City of Oxnard 
 

As you know, Commission staff has determined that the County’s PWPA application is 
incomplete because it does not provide evidence that the City of Oxnard has approved, even in 
preliminary form, the LCP amendment that would be necessary to allow the PWPA to move 
forward.  The basis for Commission staff’s determination that the lack of the City’s approval 
renders the County’s application incomplete is described below. 
 
In order for the Commission to ultimately certify the County’s proposed PWPA, the 
Commission will need to find that the PWPA conforms to the City of Oxnard’s Local Coastal 
Program (“LCP”).  This requirement is contained in Public Resources Code section 30605, which 
states:  
 

If any such plan for public works is submitted after the certification of local 
coastal programs, any such plan shall be approved by the commission only if it 
finds, after full consultation with the affected local governments, that the 
proposed plan for public works is in conformity with certified local coastal 
programs in jurisdictions affected by the proposed public works. 

 
The Commission’s regulations describe the same requirement for PWP amendments: “Approval 
of a public works plan amendment by the Commission shall be accompanied by specific factual 
findings supporting the conclusion that the public works plan amendment, as approved, is in 
conformity with the certified local coastal program in jurisdictions affected by the proposed 
public works plan amendment.”  14 Cal. Code Regs (“Regulations”) § 13371(4).  See also id., § 
13357(a)(4).  
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The Commission’s Regulations also describe the filing requirements for PWP amendments.  In 
particular, Section 13365 requires that PWP amendments contain information required by 
Sections 13353 and 13354.   Section 13354, in turn, states that the Commission’s Executive 
Director “shall deem an application filed only at such time as the executive director determines 
that . . . all other requirements of law, and of these regulations, for a valid plan application have 
been met.”  One of the “other requirements” for a valid plan application is that the Commission 
must receive evidence that other government agencies have granted certain preliminary 
approvals for the proposed project that is the subject of the amendment.   Specifically, Section 
13052, which is made applicable to PWP amendments by Section 13352, states that an 
application to the Coastal Commission shall not be accepted for filing until other relevant 
government agencies with jurisdiction over aspects of the project issue particular project-related 
approvals.   
 
Relevant here, the City of Oxnard has not yet approved necessary zoning changes nor the 
general uses and intensity of use proposed for each part of the area covered by the County’s 
application.  See 14 Cal. Code Regs § 13052(d), (i).  Although the City’s General Plan map shows 
a mixed-use “urban village” in the general Fisherman’s Wharf area, this does not qualify as a 
“preliminary approval” within the meaning of Section 13052, for numerous reasons.  First, 
although the City’s General Plan contains this designation, the City has not amended its LCP to 
include the same designation, nor has the Commission certified any such amendment.  
Pursuant to state law and the General Plan itself, the urban village designation therefore has not 
been approved within the coastal zone and is of no legal effect.  Pub. Resources Code § 30514 
(LCP amendments are not effective until certified by the Commission); General Plan Goal CD-
7.1(1) (“The Urban Village designation shall not become effective in the Channel Islands Harbor 
Marina Village until a Local Coastal Plan amendment has been adopted”).   
 
Second, even if it were relevant, the General Plan does not describe the intensity of use 
proposed for each part of the area covered by the County’s application.  Rather, it contains very 
general descriptions of the types of uses allowed in urban villages, stating that urban villages 
should contain a “[m]ixture of land uses,” a “[m]ix of residential densities and housing types,” 
and at least 15 percent affordable housing.  General Plan Goal CD-7.1.  The General Plan’s 
description of the proposed Channel Islands Harbor Marina Village states only that the area 
may contain “[v]isitor serving commercial and medium/high density mixed use residential.”  
General Plan Goal CD-7.1(1).  These generic goals do not describe the intensity of use proposed 
for each part of the County’s project area.  On the contrary, the General Plan requires adoption 
of a specific plan to flesh out the precise uses and intensities of use allowed in any future urban 
village.  General Plan Goal CD-7.1.1   
 

                                                      
1 The General Plan’s requirement that a specific plan be adopted prior to approval of a new urban village has not 
been incorporated into the certified LCP either.  It therefore is not an LCP requirement that is in force in the 
coastal zone.  However, the County has asked Commission staff to consider the General Plan’s urban village 
designation as evidence that the City has preliminarily approved the proposed project, even though that 
designation is not included in the City’s certified LCP.  Thus, if Commission staff were to give that uncertified 
designation any weight—which they are not inclined to do—then they would also need to consider other 
provisions of the General Plan that are uncertified, including the requirement for a specific plan.  



Third, notwithstanding the urban village designation on the Fisherman’s Wharf area, the 
County’s General Plan and LCP zone the area with "Coastal Visitor-Serving Commercial" and 
"Harbor Channel Islands" designations.  As Commission staff described in their letter to you 
dated August 24, 2016, neither of these zoning designations allow residential housing as either a 
principally permitted or secondary permitted use.  Accordingly, far from having already 
granted approval of the zoning changes or the uses or intensities of use proposed by the project, 
the City has unequivocally indicated that it will need to adopt a specific plan and approve an 
LCP amendment (that would also have to be certified by the Commission) in order to allow the 
project to proceed.  See, e.g., Nov. 15, 2016 letter from S. Fischer to L. Smith and J. Lee Costell, p. 
5 (City attorney stating that “the proposed Project is not consistent with the City's certified 
LCP”).  For these reasons, Commission staff does not believe that the City of Oxnard has given 
its preliminary approval to the proposed LCPA within the meaning of Section 13052 of the 
Commission’s Regulations. 
 
Although Section 13352 gives the Executive Director the discretion to waive the requirement for 
preliminary approval by the City of Oxnard, the Executive Director has chosen not to waive the 
requirement in this case due to the clear inconsistency of the proposed PWPA with the certified 
Oxnard LCP.  
 

2) Missing Analysis Regarding How the Proposed Project Will Protect Commercial Fishing 
and Visitor-Serving Opportunities 
 

The proposed PWPA includes revisions to Table I, Inventory of Existing Uses/Intensities by 
Parcel, located under Appendix A of the certified PWP.  The proposed revisions include: the 
aggregation of existing Harbor Parcels V-1, V-2, V-3, V-4 and a portion of Parcel N-2 to form a 
new parcel, Parcel “V”; the allowable uses and intensities within the proposed Parcel V; and the 
number of boat slips associated with the project.  If the proposed revisions to Table I were 
approved by the Commission as part of the subject PWPA, the totals proposed would then 
represent the type and amount of allowable development within Parcel V.    
 
The standard of review for the subject PWPA is the certified Oxnard LCP, which incorporates 
the policies of Chapter 3 of the Coastal Act by reference.  Pursuant to those policies, residential 
uses, such as the apartments included in the proposed project, are not a priority land use.  
Furthermore, the Chapter 3 policies require that new development protect commercial fishing 
and recreational boating facilities as well as provide maximum access and recreational 
opportunities for the public.  In order for the County’s application to be complete, the 
Commission needs more information in order to analyze whether the proposed mix of land 
uses is consistent with the LCP and whether there are feasible alternative mixes of land use that 
can better meet the relevant LCP and Coastal Act policies.  Accordingly, please provide 
Commission staff with a description of how the County developed the proposed uses and 
intensities within Parcel V and whether there are feasible alternative mixes of land use for the 
project that would provide greater opportunities for commercial fishing or public- and visitor-
serving uses.  
 
 
Next Steps and Conclusion 
 



If the County disagrees with the Executive Director’s conclusion that its PWPA application is 
incomplete, it has the right to ask the Commission to resolve the controversy, per Section 13553 
of the Commission’s Regulations.  This provision states that any disagreement between the 
Executive Director and an applicant regarding the informational requirements of an LCP 
amendment application may be resolved by the Commission.  Because PWP amendments are 
processed in the same manner as LCP amendments (see Public Resources Code section 30605), 
Section 13553 gives the County the right to ask the Commission to determine if its application is 
complete.   
    
Commission staff looks forward to working with the County to process the County’s PWPA 
once a complete application is filed.  
 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 

 
 
Erin Chalmers 
Senior Staff Counsel 
 
 
cc: 
Steve Hudson, Deputy Director 
Barbara Carey, District Manager 
Wesley Horn, Coastal Program Analyst 
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cc:
Greg Nyhoff
Ashley Golden 
Steve Fischer 
Kenneth Rozell 
Wesley Horn 
Deanna Christensen 
Barbara Carey
Steve Hudson
Chris Pederson
Jack Ainsworth
California Coastal Commissioners 
Jeff  Staben

Enclosure: 
Ventura County Harbor Department 
March 28, 2017 Letter to Coastal Commission





















         April 5, 2017

Mayor Tim Flynn and 
Members of the City Council of Oxnard:

We are writing on behalf of the Harbor & Beach Community Alliance (HBCA) and the 
residents and neighbors of Oxnard in regard to the County of Ventura’s request for a California 
Coastal Commission Dispute Resolution hearing concerning  the acceptance as complete of 
their PWPA for the Fisherman’s Wharf project at Channel Islands Harbor.  

We are in full agreement with the staff of the California Coastal Commission (CCC) that the 
PWPA is incomplete because the proposed PWPA is inconsistent with the City of Oxnard’s LCP 
and that the County has not provided  “evidence that the City of Oxnard has approved, even in 
preliminary form, the LCP amendment that would be necessary to allow the PWPA to move 
forward”.  

We note that in the County’s letter of March 21, 2017 to the CCC, it claims “the community was 
unanimous in requesting, what the developer promised to deliver, or what was subsequently 
unanimously accepted by the Board of  Supervisors”. This statement is inaccurate.  For those of 
us who attended those hearings, for the many letters of opposition from various community 
organizations and community individuals you and the CCC have received, for the 6000+ 
signatures on petitions opposing this project,  there is no unanimous request for this project.  
Oxnard and the surrounding neighborhood communities are opposed to the proposed 
development but have been summarily ignored.  This is precisely why 150 community 
members attended the Harbor Task Force meeting on Sept. 29, 2016 and also why HBCA 
members attended the City Council meeting of December 13, 2016 and asked that the City 
Council not allow the County to usurp the City’s jurisdiction to review the proposed project 
within the appropriate LCPA process.  

The residents and neighboring communities are rightly concerned about issues that impact 
them, particularly straining City support services, traffic, emergency services and the need for 
parks.  These are issues that directly affect the City, not just Channel Islands Harbor, and the City 
has a responsibility to review them.  



 
The County continues to make the assertion that the City is obligated under state law to bring its 
zoning into conformity with its General Plan.  The County is well aware, that within the Coastal  
Zone, the City is obligated to bring its zoning into conformity with the Coastal Act, not its General 
Plan.  Although the City does not issue the permits for this project, the City does have a right to 
determine  whether or not the project is consistent with its LCP.  The County cannot simply 
mandate any development at the harbor it chooses.

 The City has requested a Specific Plan, which is called for in the current General Plan, to ensure a 
clear understanding of the project’s impact on its vision for the City and the Harbor.   Eliminating 
the need for an LCPA prior to review of the PWPA removes the City’s ability to have a say in what it 
deems appropriate for the City.  The City Attorney states in his Nov. 15th. 2016 letter to the County 
and Developer that “the City is the permitting authority under the Coastal Act for this Project.  As 
such, the City will not accede to the Developer’s demands to abdicate its statutory role under the 
Coastal Act, nor could the City do so.  Under the law (including that cited above), the County is not 
entitled to an LCP amendment to facilitate the replacement of visitor serving uses with high-end 
housing; instead, the State Legislature has left that decision to the City’s sound discretion.” 

We have also attached a letter from our Attorney regarding the various legal issues in the County’s 
letter to the CCC. 

We urge the City Council to uphold its right to have jurisdiction over its own LCP and inform the 
Coastal Commissioners that the City supports the Coastal Commission staff’s determination that 
the current  PWPA is incomplete until the City has reviewed it and determines the appropriate 
LCP policies for this Harbor project. This will also provide the residents of Oxnard reasonable and 
meaningful public input regarding the project’s impact on the community and City residents.. 

We look forward to the City’s response on this matter.  Thank you.

Rene Aiu and Diane Delaney 
on behalf of the Harbor & Beach Community Alliance

cc:
Greg Nyhoff
Ashley Golden   
Steve Fischer
Kenneth Rozell
Wesley Horn
Deanna Christensen
Barbara Carey
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Steve Hudson
Chris Pederson
Jack Ainsworth 
California Coastal Commissioners
Jeff Staben











Note: This is a representative scan of the petitions
received in opposition to the project. All 2,422
signed petitions are included in the Commission
file for PWP-4-CIH-16-0005-2-EDD.



From: Rene Aiu
To: Horn, Wesley@Coastal; Christensen, Deanna@Coastal
Subject: Notable Information Relevant to Proposed PWP Amendment 7 re: Fisherman"s Wharf Project
Date: Tuesday, June 13, 2017 6:25:38 PM
Attachments: ccc piecemeal plan.pdf

cibcsd piecemeal pla.pdf

Hi Wesley:

In researching background on the Fisherman's Wharf proposal, I went back through the Coastal Commission
hearings related to the project.  I came across the attached letters which point out the problems with how
the Harbor Department and the County have operated  and continue to operate in developing within the
Coastal Zone. There appears to be a disregard for the purpose of having a Public Works Plan approved by
the Coastal Commission.  

The current PWP was certified over 30 years ago in September of 1986.  There has been no update since
then but a string of 7 amendments.  All these amendments and and the attached letters point to the need
for a complete update of the current PWP. This continuous series of amendments prevents everyone from
seeing the ultimate development plan for the harbor.  This is piecemeal planning at its worst.  

It obscures the intended next stage of development not only from the public, the City of Oxnard, other
public service agencies but from the Coastal Commission as well.  It obstructs coordination and planning
from other entities (see attached letter from the Channel Islands Beach Community Service District). 

 Amendment 7 should be denied and a complete update to the PWP should be required.  The Coastal
Commission in their letter of December 1, 2008 requested such an update (see the attached letter).  This
"two step process" and "mothballing of sites" were also noted in the Coastal Commission December 9, 2009
hearing.  

Even more recently during the Coastal Commission hearing of July 14, 2016, Commissioner Mary
Shallenberger said, "I just want to say again, I really don't like project driven amendments.  We're left with
what we think the project is going to look like...what we think is going to be there."  

What is also of concern is what may not be disclosed to the Coastal Commission during these amendment
hearings. Were the Commissioners told during the PWPA 6 hearing for the replacement of the Casa Sirena
Hotel with height variance for the parcels F and F-1, that on April 19, 2016, a section of these same parcels
had been also awarded to Channel Islands Properties, LLC (the developers for the proposed Fisherman's
Wharf project) through an ERN for a future development proposal? In the Harbor Director's letter to the
Board of Supervisors dated April 19, 2016 "ERN will establish revised timetables for CIHP...These deadlines
include dates for CIHP to reach an agreement with Brighton on potential division of the existing parcels."

The community supported the hotel project and height variance at the March 22, 2016 Ventura County
Board of Supervisors meeting without knowledge of the  upcoming ERN.  The amended reinstatement of the
expired ERN for parcel F and F-1 a month later was a surprise and was opposed by the community.  This
 further reinforced public distrust in this type of piecemeal tactic.  This same apartment developer also got
another expired ERN amended and reinstated for parcel X-3 that is currently designated as visitor-serving
and harbor oriented. The developer is not required to make proposals for these parcels until their
Fisherman's Wharf project progresses.

The Harbor Department has said and will likely continue to claim there are no proposed projects for these
parcels and no decision has been made regarding these parcels by the Board of Supervisors...so who knows
what will happen.  This is how the Harbor Director has responded in several of the hearings for previous
amendments and NOIDs. (see Coastal Commission hearing on December 9, 2009).

This piecemeal planning tactic using project-driven amendments to get development approved in the
Coastal Zone must end.  The harbor development plan should be clear and open to the public, the City of



Oxnard, and the Coastal Commission so that reasonable and informed decisions can be made that are
consistent with the Coastal Act and the public's interest. What is now needed is an updated Public Works
Plan not a PWPA.

Please let me know if you have any questions or comments.

Rene Aiu on behalf of the Harbor & Beach Community Alliance



 
Channel Islands Community Association Inc. 

1237 S. Victoria Avenue � Suite 504 
Oxnard � CA � 93035 

Channel Islands Community Association Inc

Mike Mercadante 
Chair 

Mr. Wesley Horn, Coastal Program Analyst 
California Coastal Commission 
89 South California St, Ste 200 
Ventura, CA 93001 

June 15, 2017 

Re: Dispute Resolution – 
Application Completeness, 7th Amendment 
to the Channel Islands Harbor Public Works Plan 

Dear Mr. Horn, 

No shortcut for Ventura County – Channel Islands Community Association strongly 
objects to the Ventura County Harbor Director’s recent written demands to have the 
Coastal Commission bypass the planning and review process of the City of Oxnard, not 
to mention the objections of the Coastal Commission’s own Staff, to the above-
referenced Amendment. 

We have reviewed the Harbor Director’s recent letters to the CCC and take issue with 
many of her statements. Please see our attached commentary. 

No Inclusive Long-term Vision – As you know, Channel Islands Harbor has for 
decades lacked a visioning and planning process that incorporates the views of both the 
Community and the City of Oxnard. The Harbor Department’s practice of continually 
amending an outdated 1986 Public Works Plan has been met with repeated objections, 
as well as expressions of concern from the Coastal Commission itself. 

Critical Point for This Harbor – Fisherman’s Wharf is the visitors’ gateway for all of 
Channel Islands Harbor.  It is absolutely critical that the development of this property be 
guided by a holistic vision that begins with the end in mind. The current “solution” — put 



 
Channel Islands Community Association Inc. 

1237 S. Victoria Avenue � Suite 504 
Oxnard � CA � 93035 

forward by Ventura County Supervisors and their Harbor Director — is all about money 
for the developer and nothing else. It certainly does not incorporate the core values of 
the Coastal Act or the vision of our Community. This is why, in our opinion, the Ventura 
Harbor Director is pressing so relentlessly to have you bypass Oxnard's Local Coastal 
Plan.  Please don’t allow this to happen. 

Following the Money.  Separately, but relevant, CICA has generated a detailed 
financial analysis of the 390-unit apartment project that would be enabled by this 
proposed 7th PWP Amendment.  The financial outcomes we have projected are highly 
imbalanced in favor of the developer even though our assumptions are conservative. 
This suggests that Ventura County has not done financial due diligence on behalf of the 
citizens who own these properties, enabling a massive long-term wealth transfer from 
the public to the developer. A summary of this analysis is also attached. 

The Harbor Community’s vision is closely aligned with that of the Coastal Commission.
Our view is supported by many years of public forums on the future of the Harbor, our 
interactions with Ventura County and Oxnard officials, and multiple surveys of the 
Community. We also include as exhibits various newspaper articles and letters 
advocating for the Harbor over the past several years.

We remain very much opposed to this proposed 7th Amendment to the Channel Island 
Harbor Public Works Plan.  We especially urge you to vigorously resist any attempts by 
the Harbor Director to bypass the statutory planning and approval processes. 

Sincerely,

Michael J. Mercadante 
President, CICA Inc. 
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CICA Review and Commentary 

Letter to John Ainsworth, Executive Director 

by

Lyn Krieger 
Harbor Director 

March 21, 2017 

CICA Submission to the
California Coastal Commission

June 2017

Exhibit 1



CICA

Not really. As proposed, this project is predominantly a huge
apartment complex with a very small amount of retail space
and, importantly, almost no space for public parking or public
access to the waterfront. The retail space is a footnote, a
throwaway for the developer. See our profitability projections
in Exhibit 2.

Completely Inaccurate. The opposite is true. CICA surveys both
before and during the proposal process reflected a strong desire for
public spaces, for public access to the waterways and for visitor
serving infrastructure and businesses. There is strong sentiment
against a large number of living units, and especially against luxury
market rentals. Essentially, no one wants this huge apartment
complex. See our survey results in this submission.

For decades, the Community has only “requested” faithful stewardship
of these valuable public lands by Ventura County. For decades they
have failed us.

“Signature Look?” There has been vigorous public discussion about retaining
the “charm” of the existing buildings, and we incorporate those points of view.
However, the existing buildings are dilapidated and certainly do not constitute
a “signature look,” to be preserved as is.

No “Promises to the Public”. A fully baked cake was presented at the public
meetings. There was no opportunity for the public to present what it
wanted for the Harbor and there certainly wasn’t any unanimous acclaim of
the developer’s proposal (again, see surveys). Recordings of the meetings
will show that the developer made no “promises to the public.” Promises to
deliver what? — A massive, security fenced apartment complex with only a
passing nod to public access to the waterfront?



“Information Offered” Not Accurate. The Harbor Director has
presented a significantly distorted characterization of the extent of
public support for this project, or the extent to which the public was
ever invited to participate in the articulation of the original
parameters. With the full support of the Board of Supervisors, the
Director has a history of minimizing public input for Harbor
planning.

When this project came before the Ventura County Board of
Supervisors on June 14, 2016, the Supervisors heard a very different
voice from the Community. Over sixty speakers were heard, most
of them against.

The video of that meeting is illuminating. Despite the large amount
of well considered negative comments, the Ventura Supervisors
approved the project unanimously.



Channel Islands Community Association Inc.

CICA Review and Commentary 

Letter to Dayna Bochco, Chair 

by

Lyn Krieger 
Harbor Director 

March 28, 2017 

CICA Submission to the
California Coastal Commission

June 2017

Exhibit 2



A Much Wider Issue. More correctly, this dispute is between
Ventura County and its Developer Client on one hand, and the
citizens of Ventura County, the City of Oxnard, and the Coastal
Commission staff on the other.
This letter from the Harbor Director does not speak to the real
issue: whether the proposed development might be good for the
Harbor and whether it is consistent with the core values of the
Coastal Act. The letter instead engages in extensive legal
wrangling designed only to short circuit the CCC’s normal
planning and review process.

Misleading Emphasis. The County suggests that the primary purpose
of the PWP Amendment is to revitalize and enhance the public access
and visitor serving functions of Fisherman’s Wharf.
In reality the Amendment facilitates construction of a huge,
excessively profitable apartment block with significant impacts and
safety issues that have not been adequately considered.
There is no master plan (“specific plan”) for this area and Ventura
County Supervisors have been dismissive of public input throughout.
On the few occasions when it was allowed, they heard extensive
opposition and concerns, and then still voted unanimously to approve
the project.
Fisherman’s Wharf is “aging and blighted” today as a direct result of
decades of mismanagement and flawed development decisions by
Ventura County.



Timing Error. Ventura County did not submit
materials to the CCC Staff at the time of the
first hearing on the PWP Amendment.

Motive? Ventura County and the developer have a
great deal to gain financially from short circuiting
this review and planning process in order to allow
these apartments to be built.

We fully support the Executive Director and the CCC
Staff in their position.

Legal Arguments. We are not lawyers, as were
the individuals who crafted all this language.
However, these arguments over jurisdiction
within the CCC ignore the fact that we are all
simply here to make well informed decisions
consistent with the values of the Coastal Act.



Permitting Authority. Under a now expired agreement between the
City of Oxnard and the County of Ventura, Oxnard had previously
waived its right to review projects on County Harbor properties that
were in the City of Oxnard. That so called “1963 Agreement” no
longer holds. It was allowed to expire in 2014.

Inaccurate. The Citizens of Oxnard and their City
government have put forward a great number of
objections to residential solutions, especially luxury
apartments. Public groups have articulated many
concepts about what should happen in the Harbor,
almost all of which have been ignored by the County
Supervisors and the Harbor Director.

Nothing at Work Here. “Consistently refused” is
overreaching — the City is working on the
updates to its LCP and will share them with the
County when complete.



A Long History of Piecemeal PWP Amendments. The County of
Ventura has, at best, been a reluctant partner of the California Coastal
Commission.

In December 2008, Peter Douglas, then Executive Director of the
Commission, wrote a very clear, pointed letter to the Chair of the
Ventura County Board of Supervisors, requesting the County to cease
the “piecemeal” amendment of its PWP. In 2014, CICA members
wrote to the CCC asking it to enforce its request.

Nothing has changed. The County continues to amend an outdated,
patchwork Public Works Plan, as it is attempting here.

Completely Inaccurate. The City of Oxnard insists on its right to be
part of the process, it has never said tha it wants to control the
process.

We believe that the City is working diligently on its revision of its LCP.
There is no desire on the City’s part to delay.



Channel Islands Community Association Inc.

Unanswered CCC Request 

Failure to Create a New 
Channel Islands Harbor 
Public Works Plan (PWP) 

In December 2008, the California Coastal Commission 
delivered a letter to the Ventura County Board of 
Supervisors (attached), requesting that the County work on 
a new Public Works Plan for the Harbor and cease its 
practice of continuously amending the outdated PWP. 

In 2014, CICA members wrote a letter of support to the 
Coastal Commission, encouraging it to restate and enforce 
its request (attached).  It is now almost nine years after the 
original CCC request.  Still, the County and its Harbor 
Department continue the practice of piecemeal 
amendments. 

The original PWP was accepted by the Coastal Commission 
on September 19, 1986 — over thirty years ago. 

CICA Submission to the
California Coastal Commission

June 2017

Exhibit 3
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Channel Islands Community Association Inc.

Excessive Profitability of the Proposed 
Fisherman’s Wharf Apartment Project

CICA Analysis and Comment 

As proposed, this project is likely to be outrageously 
profitable for the developer — in effect, a massive wealth 
transfer from the citizens of Ventura County to the 
developers.

Our analysis suggests that there considerable room for a 
scaled-down concept with, say, 60% fewer apartments, and 
much more in the way of visitor-serving, harbor-access 
infrastructure.

We also wonder how the Ventura Supervisors came to 
unanimously approve such a one-sided transaction.

CICA Submission to the
California Coastal Commission

June 2017

Exhibit 4



Fisherman's Wharf Apartments (CIHP) © 2017 CICA

Oxnard, California

As Proposed — 25 Year Financial Model Assuming:
390 Apartment Units
Apx. 25,000 sq. ft. of Retail Space
Public Promenade
Retain Existing Lighthouse etc. Buildings

Developer
Gross Ventura Cash Flow
Rent County After Capital

Receipts Pct Rent Rate Costs

2017
2018
2019
2020
2021 7,997,616 280,733 3.5% 2,157,440
2022 8,197,556 287,751 3.5% 2,305,945
2023 8,402,495 294,945 3.5% 2,504,288
2024 8,612,558 302,319 3.5% 2,707,589
2025 8,827,872 309,877 3.5% 2,915,973
2026 9,048,568 453,748 5.0% 2,993,443
2027 9,274,783 465,092 5.0% 3,208,973
2028 9,506,652 476,719 5.0% 3,429,892
2029 9,744,319 488,637 5.0% 3,656,333
2030 9,987,926 500,853 5.0% 3,888,436
2031 10,237,625 616,049 6.0% 4,023,666
2032 10,493,565 631,450 6.0% 4,264,952
2033 10,755,904 647,237 6.0% 4,512,270
2034 11,024,802 663,418 6.0% 4,765,771
2035 11,300,422 680,003 6.0% 5,025,610
2036 11,582,933 929,337 8.0% 5,059,610
2037 11,872,506 952,571 8.0% 5,326,794
2038 12,169,319 976,385 8.0% 5,600,658
2039 12,473,552 1,000,795 8.0% 5,881,369
2040 12,785,390 1,025,815 8.0% 6,169,098
2041 13,105,025 1,314,325 10.0% 6,201,154
2042 13,432,651 1,347,183 10.0% 6,496,878
2043 13,768,467 1,380,863 10.0% 6,799,994
2044 14,112,679 1,415,384 10.0% 7,110,688
2045 14,465,496 1,450,769 10.0% 7,429,149

TOTALS 18,892,258$        114,435,972$     

Construction Period
[minimum rent applies]

This financial projection takes the project as proposed and applies Oxnard luxury rental
market assumptions recently validated with local real estate professionals.

This profit forecast is clearly out of balance and unfair to the citizens of Ventura County who
own this land.

Developers are certainly entitled to a fair return for the risks they assume — but not this
much. Nowhere near this much.

This suggests that Ventura Cpunty Supervisors failed to commission such an analysis before
they agreed to these terms on behalf of County taxpayers.



Fisherman's Wharf Apartments (Revised Concept) © 2017 CICA

Oxnard, California

Alternate 25 Year Financial Model That Delivers:
Much Greater Public Access to Waterfront
Extensive Public and Visitor Serving Facilities
Adequate Off Street Visitor Parking
Appropriately Scaled Residential Development (156 Apartments)

Developer
Gross Ventura Cash Flow
Rent County After Capital

Receipts % Rent Rate Costs

2017
2018
2019
2020
2021 3,199,392 112,281 3.5% 644,411
2022 3,279,377 115,088 3.5% 691,805
2023 3,361,361 117,965 3.5% 771,133
2024 3,445,395 120,914 3.5% 852,445
2025 3,531,530 123,937 3.5% 935,790
2026 3,619,818 181,480 5.0% 966,774
2027 3,710,314 186,017 5.0% 1,052,977
2028 3,803,072 190,667 5.0% 1,141,335
2029 3,898,148 195,434 5.0% 1,231,902
2030 3,995,602 200,320 5.0% 1,324,733
2031 4,095,492 246,393 6.0% 1,378,819
2032 4,197,880 252,553 6.0% 1,475,323
2033 4,302,827 258,867 6.0% 1,574,240
2034 4,410,397 265,338 6.0% 1,675,629
2035 4,520,657 271,972 6.0% 1,779,553
2036 4,633,674 371,695 8.0% 1,793,152
2037 4,749,515 380,987 8.0% 1,900,014
2038 4,868,253 390,512 8.0% 2,009,548
2039 4,989,960 400,275 8.0% 2,121,820
2040 5,114,709 410,282 8.0% 2,236,899
2041 5,242,576 525,673 10.0% 2,249,721
2042 5,373,641 538,815 10.0% 2,367,997
2043 5,507,982 552,286 10.0% 2,489,231
2044 5,645,681 566,093 10.0% 2,613,495
2045 5,786,823 580,245 10.0% 2,740,866

TOTALS 7,556,089$   40,019,610$

Construction Period
[minimum rent applies]

Many fewer apartments and a much more reasonable financial
balance between County and developer. And now, we can also
introduce the possibility of an environmentally sensitive, holistic
development plan.

More important, reducing the number of apartments by 60%
probably triples the potential for public space and visitor serving
facilities — a waterfront development model that ranks with the
best examples in the Nation.



Fisherman's Wharf Devlopment Models © 2017 CICA

Oxnard, California

Assumptions for the 390 Unit (Current) Model Assumptions for our 156 Unit (Alternate) Model

CIHP Proposal CIHP Proposal
Size Apartment Number of Size Apartment Number of Proj. Initial

Category Square ft. Units Category Square ft. Units Monthly Rent

1+1 672 54 1,620$           1+1 672 22 1,620$       
1+1 750 81 1,700$           1+1 750 32 1,700$       
2+2 1,015 225 2,300$           2+2 1,015 90 2,300$       
3+2 1,250 30 3,000$           3+2 1,250 12 3,000$       

Total  Units 390 Total  Units 156
[Apartment mix and footprints from CIHP Presentations) [Apartment mix and footprnts similar to CIHP)

Occupancy Level 90.0% Occupancy Level 90.0%
Rent Escalation 2.5% / year Rent Escalation 2.5% / year
Project Operating Costs 1,500,000$       / year Project Operating Costs 1,000,000$   / year
Operating  Cost Escalation 3.0% / year Operating  Cost Escalation 3.0% / year
Cost of Capital (placeholder) 5.00% / year Cost of Capital (placeholder) 5.00% / year
Construction Costs 225.00$            * / square foot Construction Costs 210.00$        ** / square foot

Projected Construction Cost 81,655,425$     [Apartments Only] Projected Construction Cost 29,026,800$    [Apartments Only]

*   The CIHP concept is rich in "amenities," but these are all for the ** Smaller footprint and fewer amenities.  The retail and visitor-serving
benefit of the apartment residents and behind gates .  Without these, aspects of the project might well require other development entities, perhaps a
we would have used $200 / sq. foot construction cost. public/private partnership.

Summary of Model Assumptions

Apartment Sizes and Cofigurations

Operating Assumptions Operating Assumptions 

Apartment Sizes and Cofigurations

Proj. Initial
Monthly Rent



Channel Islands Community Association Inc.

CICA Harbor Survey / September 2014 

Harbor Area Residents Compare 
CI Harbor to Nearby Harbors, 
Offer Written Comments 

This CICA survey (reproduced on the following 
pages) had a very high response rate, as well as 
a large number of written comments regarding 
Channel Islands Harbor. 

All of this material was shared at the time with 
the Board of Supervisors and the Harbor 
Director.  There was no response. 

CICA Submission to the
California Coastal Commission

June 2017

Exhibit 5
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and Zaragoza we expect representation not lectures to the 
community that tell us you know best.
Statistics:

o
o
o
o
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Second Survey on What the Community Wants 
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Channel Islands Community Association Inc.

CICA Survey:  October 2015 

Survey of Harbor Development Goals — 
The Views of Business Owners and 
Area Residents 

This CICA slide show summarizes the results of 
two of our surveys and compares the current 
appearance of the Harbor with the visions put 
forward in the 1998 and 2008 planning 
documents.

CICA Submission to the
California Coastal Commission

June 2017

Exhibit 6



2015 - 3

CICA Forum III:
Channel Island Harbor Development

October 2015:
Survey of Ventura County Residents 
and Business Owners on Channel 
Islands Harbor Development

http://cicainc.org



For Fisherman’s Wharf Master plan vs Developer’s Plan 
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Support Oppose
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What would you prefer to see at Fisherman’s Wharf?
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With regard to Fisherman’s Wharf, Do you agree or disagree?
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In your opinion the best use for Casa Sirena would be?
• 94.8% Strong Community Support for Brighton Mgmt Hotel Project
• Strong disinterest for adding Apartments or Condo’s to the Pennisula
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In your opinion the best use for X3 would be?
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The County's 2008 plan set these goals, please rate results since 
2008
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8. Since the acceptance of this public areas plan in 2008 by the 
Ventura County Board of Supervisors …
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9. If you could shape the character of the Channel Islands 
Community
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10. What types of events do you think would help the Harbor and 
surrounding community?
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11. How would you rate the following
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12. We would like your opinion of how the County owned lands of 
the Harbor should be developed?
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18. How would you characterize the planning of past harbor 
development projects?
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CICA Survey Summary
1998 Plan & 2008 Guidelines

The lack of implementation against the plans, (Activity Centers, Connections, Attractive Edges & Gateways)
93.8% felt the county let lessees down by not developing public areas per the  plan
79.5% felt that the county could have developed public areas during the recession
The lack of a vision that guides decision making on projects
Improvements in Parks, Signage, Lighting, Landscaping have no implementation plan but great acceptance
87.6 % felt that the last 17 years since the master plan was completed have been wasted
77.6 % felt that more residential development in the harbor would not help to revitalize the harbor
91.5% felt that the Harbor was not thriving

Process Issues
Lack of accountability for 17 years of stagnation, doing the same thing…
Harbor Department Project Planning bypasses County Planning and minimizes City Planning processes
Planning process lacks Community participation
88.6 % felt that a Harbor Commission with Community participation is required
Developer Funding model for public lands hasn’t worked for all parcels
Harbor Department is operating as a Developer, Custodian of public assets, and an Landlord

Survey Findings around Fisherman’s Wharf
80.7% were opposed to condominiums or apartments at Fisherman’s Wharf
Over 96 % wanted to see Shops, Restaurants, and marine recreational shops at FW
91.9% felt that Fisherman’s Wharf should be a visitor serving activity center
92.1% felt that Fisherman’s Wharf was a gateway to the harbor
78% felt that Fisherman’s Wharf should not be rezoned
Fisherman’s Wharf is a gateway into the harbor, apartments aren’t consistent with the plan or purpose

Both Surveys tell us It’s time for a change..
http://cicainc.org
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Channel Islands Community Association Inc.

Fisherman’s Wharf Forum 

Citizen Reaction 
To FW Developer’s 
Public Presentation 

January 16, 2016 

C.I. Harbor Community residents attended an 
information presentation by Thomas Tellefsen, 
one of the partners of the Developer.

All of the comments CICA received after the 
session, pro and con, are reproduced on the 
pages that follow. 

CICA Submission to the
California Coastal Commission

June 2017
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Feb 2016

Re: Fisherman’s Wharf Forum, January 16th 2016

Fisherman’s Wharf, Oxnard, CA – Community feedback was requested by residents 
who attended a presentation made on January 16, 2016, in which 390 apartments are 
proposed and about 25,000 square feet of commercial/retail at the corner of Channel 
Islands Blvd and Victoria Ave.
Presenting were Mike Mercandante of the Channel Islands Community Association 
(CICA, a residents group) and Channel Islands Harbor Properties LLC, the developer, 
by Tom Tellefeson and Darrel Malamut representing Geoff Palmer Associates.

Both the county and developer have agreed in their lease option agreement dated 
December 1, 2105, that the Project may change based on governmental approvals and 
entitlements including approvals from the California Coastal Commission.

Most residents believe that a successful outcome calls for the developer and board of 
supervisors to pay heed to residents in order to effectively complete a revitalized 
Fisherman’s Wharf and Channel Islands Harbor that meets the needs of the community, 
contributes to the economy, attracts visitors from all over and will continue to be a 
wonderful place to live, work, and play.

The Addendum is transcribed and unedited.

Sincerely, 

Mike Mercadante, Chair
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Addendum: Comments / Questions For 
1.   Inclusion of the "potential" for a community attraction

2.   Inclusion of the info that the developer will reach out to present tenants

3.   Emphasis on the high end renter that is expected

4.   Developer emphasis on the commercial placement at the north end, the promenade 
and the opportunities for public enjoyment of the water—de-emphasis on the private 
nature of the property

5.   The developer appears responsive to the community. We seem to want the same 
thing, i.e. an end to the slum this area has become and a destination that will draw 
visitors to the harbor.

6.   Liked the water front dining where urchin crane is now

7.   I am happy that the developer will include a park and a nice promenade and 
outdoor café style frontage along the water where there is currently a commercial 
fishery landing or dock just north of the Hopper Boat Rentals. Also very pleased to hear 
they plan to keep and renovate all but one of the buildings by Channel Islands Bl., or 
replicate them if they cannot be salvaged. I am also pleased that they wish to retain 
some of the businesses currently operating there. I don’t know whether these promises 
can be set in stone, so to speak.

8.   An improvement over previous plans.

9.   None at that scale

10. I consider it a plus that Mr. Mullins is a partner in the project.

11. I, contrary to what I feel most of your attendees feel, believe the actual proposal to 
be an enhancement to the area. The actual footprint isn’t that big and if you walk 
around the area (which I do often), you will see that it is virtually unused real 
estate. Even the recently refurbished boat docks are almost never even 30% full to 
capacity. I could be wrong, but at least the developers have an open mind and are 
making themselves accessible.

12. Developer appears to be financially able to deliver the project as designed

13. Developer does not appear to over promise what their plan will do – it is a simple 
business investment for them

14. I think the demeanor and willingness of this group to interface and co-operate with 
the community is the best I have ever seen in the last 15 years of being involved in the 
"process" which is very positive. I believe they will be open to suggestions and working 
with the surrounding residents.
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15. I liked the idea of keeping the existing foot print and building style of the existing 
Fisherman Wharf. However the problem with the current layout… it does not allow much 
room for events unless you use the parking lot when the apartment building is built.

16. It seems to me that some type of residential use with some limited commercial is the 
best option. Leaving the property in its present condition is an eyesore and devalues 
other surrounding property.
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Addendum: Comments / Questions Against 
1.   I was happy to see there are many residents on the same page as I am regarding 
the county using land around a publicly owned harbor for apartments. I realize they are 
trying to maximize their income from harbor leases but I really don’t see how it’s serving 
the community or nearby residents. The planned development just appears to be an 
extension of Seabridge!

2.   Before the amendment that allowed the public launch ramp redo the California 
coastal commission restricted development of the upper parking area. This area is 
restricted to remain a parking lot and can not be developed without an amendment to 
the public works plan.

3.   Developer grossly misrepresented [project] in size, he made the area look so 
spacious. No retail will be facing harbor, and it should, no retail facing the boat launch 
for snacks, coolers, bait business, etc Darrel misrepresented when he stated three 
towers when then crowd saw five tall apartment towers.

4.   The shadow on the fairway channel that will cover the boats that have solar panels 
and lack of fairway room in that corner to turn our boats around near CI Bridge. There 
will be a lot less sun because of the 4 story height Change in water temperature and 
water environment near bridge affects living things in our fairway channels.

5.   They have cut off Public Access to Overnight Parking/Camping

6.   The County Is Only Interested in Revenues.  Ventura County systematically 
excludes citizens from the Harbor planning process. This has been standing procedure 
for many years. The Supervisors’ only interest is the revenue potential. We respectfully 
request to see the "money trail" on this transaction. Share the financial projections, 
please.
7.   Aesthetics. In what way is preserving the faux New England fishing village motif, 
adding mission style apartment buildings, and throwing in an exhibit of vintage French 
automobiles an example of thoughtful, appropriate planning? Yikes! While these 
vintage French cars are of great interest to their specialized fans, they are not in the 
public mainstream. Please give that space over to more public parking, more small 
retail, attractions for children, or more landscaped public space.
8.   Traffic. If Fisherman’s Wharf is indeed the "Gateway" to our Harbor, it needs 
to receive traffic not generate it. The additional vehicle traffic associated with this 
project is literally unthinkable, given that the Victoria /Channel Islands Boulevard 
intersection is already in semi-paralysis. Who is in charge of evaluating this huge 
environmental impact? Which Government entity allows such a proposal to go forward? 
Where is the public interest represented?
9.   Role of the City of Oxnard? It is unthinkable that a project of this magnitude could 
be built in the heart of any city in California without that City’s planning department 
shaping and approving the concept. Ventura Counties Supervisors have elbowed 
Oxnard aside for years, and, sadly, Oxnard has allowed it to happen.
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10. Where Is Port Hueneme and the Naval Base? There is no evidence that these
two immediately adjacent jurisdictions were at the planning table, even though there is 
no hope of addressing the critical traffic issues without their full engagement.
11. How Do Luxury Apartments Align with the Demographic Profile of 
Oxnard? Will the individuals who rent these luxury apartments be "residents" in any 
sense of that word? Are they likely to be working in the community? This project 
contributes nothing to the social fabric of our community. It just polarizes it further. And 
this was the best idea that Ventura County Supervisors could endorse?
12. The California Coastal Commission has already taken a position on the parking lot 
between to the launch ramp and the current buildings of FW protecting it for recreational 
uses. If the County wants this area to allow for the developer to have enough space in 
the project to pencil out for his bottom line it would require a public works amendment 
before hand. This process is not easy and it’s has many restrictions and limits.
13. Density high. Very similar to downtown LA developments

14. Offhand mention of the movement of the Base Entrance to Channel Islands Blvd 
from Victoria….curious that one…putting more truck traffic turning left from Victoria s/b 
to Channel Islands Blvd would definitely not help any traffic flow due to the big rigs 
having to slow even further to make the turn…certain to increase truck involved 
mishaps too.

15. The ingress and egress on both CI Blvd and south Victoria Ave require serious 
rethinking as part of the environmental review. The intersection of Channel Islands Blvd 
and Victoria Ave is now a C- or D. Development in progress at Hemlock and Victoria 
and an upcoming Hueneme development a few yards north of the intersection will, with 
the harbor plan and the base traffic, make this impassable at peak hours.

16. Parking seems insufficient if restaurants have large events. There was mention of 
valet, but that has proved unpopular at Seabridge, which also did not plan well for its 
commercial tenants.

17. The podium, a cement slab on which the cars will sit, is the first story, raising the 
project to 60 feet, so a height waiver will be needed from the Coastal Commission. In 
addition, the 4 acres added to the present Wharf footprint is part of the boat launch and 
that will require a variance.

18. Much too much residential, not enough open space and commercial

19. THEY WANT BASE TO MOVE THEIR GATE!

20. Given the fact that this public outreach all comes AFTER the BOS already approved 
the lease, makes all these events mostly a PR exercise for the County.  I don’t 
think they really care that much about what we think. We’re getting 400 apartments and 
700 more cars.

21. I was under the impression that this was going to be a Condo project, not 
apartments, so that is disappointing
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22. The guest parking spaces will be permanently full with the tenant’s cars, thereby 
causing congestion in the surrounding area.

23. Big parking problem during construction; blocking public access to launches that are 
there and boat wash, there are benches and a public sidewalk. Every single night there 
are people fishing near the fish scale by the seafood restaurant? Maybe the county 
doesn’t care, but these people that take their boats out or sit and fish from the docks, 
some are just trying to feed their families, others just enjoy fishing as a family thing or a 
solitude thing. $40 a year for a fishing license and a place to camp, the Camping Lot 
$40 a night, that is also public access. Does any of this matter? They keep taking public 
access to harbor away!

24. Concerned about traffic impacts from all of the planned developments around and 
near the harbor. The intersection at Channel Islands and Victoria is already rated as an 
"F" and I can’t see how it can be improved

25. Then after all of the years we have been left to believe that Fisherman’s Wharf was 
nothing more than a tear down, we find that their plans are to rebuild and repair it! Why 
wasn’t it maintained properly over the years?  

26. Fisherman Wharf retail area as explained in the meeting is not inviting looking. 
Plans for it look like a cheap rehab so money can be put into small square footage apts.

27. Parking in both is going to be a mess. Three bedrooms get two spaces! Guest 
parking will be for those living in the complex and roommates. Plan for the future of the 
area (more cars, more people in one apt due to high rents). Like the area is changing 
but sometimes "less is more" just stand and look at those apts across the 
waterways. Congested streets.

28. My main concerns as a resident of Silverstrand Beach are the safety and traffic 
issues. There is only one way in and out of this community, and that is Victoria, leading 
to Channel Islands Blvd. The impact of 390 apartments and additional retail on the 
corner of Victoria and Channel Islands Blvd is the concern. There is also traffic from the 
base near this intersection. With 390 additional apts, there would be at least 2 more 
cars per apt, approximately 800 more vehicles, going to work and coming home each 
day, in addition to the traffic already on Victoria leading up to Channel Islands. This will 
definitely create a negative impact on the lifestyle and safety of the residents of this 
area. We choose to live her and have our life savings invested in our home here 
because it is a peaceful, quiet, out- of- the -way community, "far from the madding 
crowd." This devalues our homes and our life style. How long will it take us to get past 
the intersection to go anywhere?

29. Regarding safety, once again, the number of cars trying to leave the community in 
the event of an emergency is a concern. This is a beach community and a tsunami 
zone, where anything is possible on the water. The county and the developers need to 
take this into consideration.
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30. The name "Paseos" with mission style design does not respect the environment or 
maintain the character of the community. Fisherman’s Wharf with its nautical style 
architecture blends in with the environment and integrity of the community. Personally, I 
find the name and the design style to be offensive and insensitive to the community.

31. The design is too rigid with no creativity whatsoever. This design can work well in an 
urban site not on the beach. A water frontage design should be more organic, creative, 
interesting and including and enhancing the surrounding natural elements. You can 
copy this exact design in an urban area and you will never guess that it was designed 
for a water frontage property.

32. The apartment towers are too high for the location. They will look very offensive 
from the water and land. Height should be around 35 ft similar to Harbor Island and 
Seabridge.

33. The experience of the guest pedestrians is very poor. Nothing interesting. Narrow 
strip along the water line is a very naive predicted design that does not create any
curiosity or interest.

34. The raised podium is designed to separate the residents from the guest, but this 
separation could be achieved by a more creative design.

35. Number of units and the density is too high for an area like this. Half the number of 
units is probably the maximum that should be allowed. I feel that even this will be 
stretching it.

36. This lot is a public lot. The lease can be adjusted to reach a number that allows the 
developer to make reasonable profit and at the same time provide the residents of 
Oxnard with a nice interesting area that they can enjoy. The County cannot look at it as 
a purely commercial project and try to maximize its profit. The interest of the owners of 
the land "the residents of the county" should come into consideration.

37. There is absolutely nothing that would be anything attractive to the local community 
nor people outside the area. If a person would be one of the residents of the new 
condos, it would be very nice, but a gated community?

38. No plans to alleviate the onslaught of traffic due to the additional vehicles? Who do 
the developers think they are to have the audacity to think they can convince the U.S. 
Navy to close the access to the Base from Victoria Ave? All the truck loads of things 
required for the Navy Base come thru that gate and the Navy would not be willing to 
close that gate just for the convenience of the closed community at the new 
development.

39. My concerns were regarding the elevation design of the Wharf as it abuts to the 
"Mission Revival". It appears in the apartment buildings there is no roof lines or 
terraces with roof lines on the water side. More a blank wall. If you want to see 
Mission go to CSUCI for California Mission. These buildings are spare and "jail like” No 
foliage will mask the stark elevation. And Fan Palm Trees are probably the worst. No 
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shade. No grace to structure as it ages. Then there is the Fisherman’s…..it looks so 
squat and flat. Once again white clapboard with no structure of roof design. I like that 
the two are not the same style but it is as tho this was done on the cheap to avoid have 
anything the looks like it will age into a Paseo (garden). A walk in Santa Barbara would 
provide more design to this statement. "Mission Revival" is the cheap out to not putting 
a more
detailed design that would speak to the community that surrounds the area. 

40. Just because Peter Mullin will put a car in the window does not mean the building 
should be so stark to force you to look at the car. After all this will be resident’s homes, 
not an auto museum.

41. Size of the complex: too dense for the infrastructure. You are trapping all of us at 
Strand. There will now likely be yet another red light between CI Harbor and Curlew. 
Traffic is going to be a huge problem affecting our lives in a very real way. WE DO NOT 
WANT DENSITY. THIS IS NOT MARINA DEL REY, Redondo Beach, etc. PLEASE 
HEAR US ON THIS. NO MORE DENSE HOUSING!! These developers do not live here 
yet what they are proposing will negatively affect our quality of life.

42. Name of the complex: incongruent with harbor, nautical, beach

43. Corner of Victoria and Channel Islands Blvd Huge impact on traffic and I’m thinking 
the Navy Base should be done before even considering the project. I seriously doubt 
they will be willing to close a significant entrance especially with the off street parking for 
all the transport trucks along Victoria

44. It seems to me that almost 400 apartments are too much for the land to support.

45. They should be required to widen the road to accommodate lanes into the 
development

46. I am worried about traffic. I think the total number of units approve or planned for the 
area along Harbor and Victoria Blvds need to be considered for traffic impact. Harbor 
needs to be widened to 4 lanes all the way between Victoria and Seaward before these 
projects are built.

47. To impact this area with the number of apartments, of which you spoke, would be a 
travesty. The traffic situation would be out of control. We already have an extraordinary
number of car accidents at the corner of Victoria & Chan. Isl. it would ruin the Harbor 
views, have negative impacts on the sea & marine life, and cause general chaos.

48. The evacuation from Silverstrand, Navy Base Victoria exit, much of Hollywood 
Beach and the Peninsula will all clog the intersection of VICTORIA and CIB. Add to this 
the new residential and commercial developments planned for VICTORIA, schools near 
VICTORIA, shopping centers near VICTORIA, and the fire station on CIB will produce a 
deadly gridlock.
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49. The Navy base traffic is very high at the corner of Victoria and Channel Islands Blvd. 
with cars and large trucks several times a day Monday through Friday, but especially in 
the morning and evening hours. There are already traffic issues when folks are going to 
and from work on the Base. These same times will be used by apartment dwellers 
going to and from work; I foresee traffic problems around Fisherman’s Wharf greatly 
exacerbated because of the apartments.

50. There are about 1,300 apartment, condo and townhomes in close vicinity of Victoria 
Avenue between Channel Islands Blvd. and Wooley Road either already approved for 
building or up for approval in 2016 (Teal Club Road development). That’s an 
extraordinary number of dwellings near the corner of Victoria and Channel Islands Blvd.

51. Certainly, you don’t want the introduction of the Channel Islands Harbor (the corner 
of Victoria and Channel Islands Blvd.) to have unnecessary traffic jams. They’ll be 
plenty of customers for the retail businesses from the 1,300 other dwellings near the 
corner of Victoria and Channel Islands Blvd. 390 apartments are far too many for that 
particular corner.

52. My main concern, however, is the traffic impact. I believe if another traffic light is 
installed on Victoria Avenue, it will impede Silverstrand residents’ access both to and 
from their homes.

53. With 375 apartments, comes at least 800 cars…..plus visitors! Base gate traffic and 
beach traffic on a two lane

54. I am still nonplussed by rentals, I prefer higher end owned condos….with a smaller 
footprint, less units, with all the other new builds in the next couple of years, and the 
number of existing residents in the area apartments are not needed to support/ 
patronize the commercial area.

55. 
this is very dense building without mitigation of the traffic and for sure water r
esources

56. The Paseos at CI Harbor sounds like another Camarillo Shopping Outlet Mall.

57. They failed to mention that they GREATLY REDUCED THE RETAIL/COMMC’L IN 
THEIR PLAN

58. Scale. On the plat, page 3, most of the boardwalk appears to be just 10 feet wide 
(no more than 12) when measured against the scale at the bottom of the page. It 
widens a bit in the public areas on the north side, but it’s the spacious 15 feet that they 
talked about.

59. Scale part 2. In the illustration on page 11, of the "paseo" looking northward, the 
walkway is at least 30 feet wide, measured by the size of the pedestrians. It certainly 
looks airy and welcoming, but it’s a lie.
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60. Public use of "paseo." During the presentations, I got the impression from 
Tellefesen that the ground-level retail and cafes would punctuate the whole walkway, 
right down to the "park.". But on the plat the public uses are clearly confined to a chunk 
at the very north end of the apartment blocks.

61. The park. The arrangement of the boardwalk isolates the park. Even if there’s 
signage, the park won’t be visible from the restaurants, and there would be no place for 
parents to hang out while the kids play. There is no apparent entrance to the park from 
the south. All of this is good for keeping away the pesky public with their noisy 
families. In addition, part of the park, we now know, is essentially a large storm drain for 
the parking lot. I’m pretty doubtful it can be made safe for a kiddie playground. (Was this 
storm drain something Lyn Krieger was unaware of at the BOS meeting, during that 
charade about "demanding" a park?)

62. The proposed development will not achieve the long-term objective and vision of 
revitalizing and creating the Channel Islands Harbor area as a gateway to the most 
valuable attractions the area has to offer – the simple beauty of the area, the Channel 
Islands, the wildlife, the outdoor and water activities, and the incredible clean ocean air 
– these assets belong to the public and community and whatever is to be developed 
should maximize the access, use and enjoyment of them.

63. The proposed development will not attract on an on-going basis more visitors and 
community/county residents to the area. The reason it will not and cannot do so on an 
on-going basis is the priority of the developer as an investor will always be strictly a 
business one. This was evident in the developer’s presentation – their investment in the 
project is solely dependent upon the building and operating of the apartment complex 
which dominates usage of the land. This is understandable. The county’s view, 
however, should reflect the public and community’s concerns, not just what monies the 
project might generate for the county and what monies the county will not have to fund 
in developing a valuable public asset. Clearly, very little thought or planning has been 
given to the public areas of the project and how to make those areas something that will 
enhance and attract public and community use and enjoyment.

64. The apartment complex will be higher than what is currently around the harbor due 
to the three stories needs to be built on top of a parking structure platform versus the 
economics of an underground parking facility. Despite the developer’s claim the parking 
structure will not look like a block – it will be difficult to disguise even with collectible 
cars displayed in "windows". This parking structure has to be at least the height of one 
floor – that is like having a 4-5 story building at the harbor – is this project is an 
exception to the height building codes?

65. The proposal provides the developer with a 65 year lease of a public asset with no 
guarantee of the developer being responsible for achieving on an on-going basis 
specific objectives and in maintaining the property at the quality level it was originally 
approved (note the Paz Mar Apartments maintenance and tenant issues) Are there any 
specific on-going requirements and related penalties for not meeting these requirements 
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that are included in the development agreement? What are they? Who and how will 
they be enforced?

66. If this is taxpayer/public land…. pre-approved and slated for high-density 
development… why are they only NOW trying to determine if the infrastructure—the 
traffic, the water, the land—can handle it AND without ANY pre-input from the taxpayers 
who will be impacted? Where was the vetting process with input from residents 
beforehand? How was the deal made so quietly?

67. I still contend the stark white it so flat and the proposed greens are based on fan 
palms lined up like soldiers not the least bit clusters. What about tiles as used in Santa 
Barbara paseos and pocket parks for people to gather along the boardwalk. Then as if 
to make it totally sad a striped RED and white lighthouse. Astonishing. It will blind the 
eye and the "village" look smashed by the design of the apartments.

68. the "Paseo at Channel Islands" name sounds like it came from a not-so-bright 
condo salesman.
This is not top of the agenda, obviously, but the name is shopping-center-ish and and 
common.

69. The Apartment building structure may have a nice design and appeasing to the eye, 
but not in the plan location. The ground floor and not dug down will be parking. The first 
floor of the apartments will be the second story, so it looks like it will be a total of 5 
stories. Taller than anything in the area. It was mentioned the total height will not be 
taller the existing light house. However from my observation I believe the light house is 
not any taller than the existing Fisherman Wharf, so how can that be.

70. The notes from the Jan 12 meeting states the buildings will be broken up to include 
pools, etc. so as not to appear monolithic. Some of that statement is true. If you are 
inside the structure. However from the outside all views is nothing but building per the 
roof lines shown on a slide at the presentation.

71. The Jan 12 notes talked about traffic flow and even though there were many 
questions about traffic the answer on Saturday was it is to earlier to comment on traffic. 
We are still looking into it. I bet we see a red light on Victoria between curly way and 
Channel Islands Blvd.

72. The talk about the view from the harbor. At that point along the harbor you have a 
short view when heading east on CI Blvd. The apartments across the Harbor will be the 
ones with a view. And they will lose their mountain and sun rise views once the new 
structure is built. When you are walking along the harbor where the apartments are you 
will be looking at concrete when looking east. In Ventura at the pier, Sea Bridge and on 
Peninsula when you walk along the harbor or the ocean you have a large space 
between you and the buildings so you do not feel crowded in, From the drawings this 
appears not to be the case here.
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73. The talk of a park. Well he said it depends on what can be done around the catch 
basin, designed (not sure of the technical term) to capture all water runoff from the 
parking lot at the launch ramp. The catch basin stops parking lot run off from entering 
the harbor. Thus keeping oil etc out of our harbor. So the open space is really not part 
of the space given to the developers.

74. That is Channel Islands harbor not a home for 390 apartments.

75. We do need a remodeling effort at the Wharf but apartments are a no-no for us. Not 
only would that defeat what the Wharf used to be and mean for us…. I remember when 
I immigrated here, my brother brought me to the Wharf – at that time there were some 
restaurants and shops, and I loved it.

76. We are huge tax payers, and already a lot of people living in this area. Not only is 
lots of housing added as we speak, the traffic already is unbearable.

77. This is going to be a very dangerous corner for bikers and pedestrians.
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Addendum: Other Suggestions / Comments 
1.   Desperation Time. After 20 years of failure in developing the Harbor, clearly the 
Board of Supervisors felt the need to "do something." So, once again, they rammed 
through a proposal without any conceptual input from the public. — We really can’t 
allow them to construct a mistake that we will all have to live with for the next 60 
years. It’s time for the County to step aside and give the Harbor properties to the City.

2.   Residents should unite and demand Harbor Blvd be 4 lanes all the way to Seaward 
(includes the bridge) before more development takes place in this area. Rerouting traffic 
to Victoria when there is an accident on Harbor creates a major traffic jam. Tsunami 
evacuation plans are a joke.

3.   I believe the developer uses wood structure for his building, is there something 
safer for a high rise?

4.   A bike bath running waterfront along harbor in front of project all the way to the 
Strand Jetty near Kiddie Beach

5.   A Senior Center

6.   Are there other types of facilities such as a museum or similar facilities that could 
be built and paid for by the county? A developer would never risk capital on these type 
of facilities.

7.   Explain the approval process; the need for public works plan amendments or 
Coastal Plan, visitor serving zoning. The 4 boat launch acres was asked about and then 
glossed over – needs more explanation as to how that zoning can be changed.

8.   No mention of community theatre. Possible combination with Children’s 
Museum? Music and theatre rehearsal space would guarantee a steady flow of evening 
traffic during the week

9.   No mention of the extra parcel of land [Parcel X located next to Harbor Landing] 
that is tied to the successful development of a FW replacement. Shouldn’t there be 
linkage and clear statement of intent now rather than ‘something’ later? Parkland?

10. How about a public naming contest so we retain the "marine" concept? "The 
Paseos" seems a tad overused and not representative of a waterside attraction.

11. We hope the developers were serious in agreeing to consider the relocation of 
Oxnard’s beloved Gull Wings Museum to this site, along with the expansion and public 
access to the very worthy Sea Center now operated by Oxnard College. This, along 
with the promised display of antique French cars belonging to Peter Mullin, one of the 
partners, would provide the visitor draw to our once hopping, now decrepit wharf.

12. The corner needs more eye pleasing entry to the harbor with retail not on the corner 
(boring). Push the retail back so your more inviting .
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13. I suggest someone go to Santa Barbara, Santa Monica and Venice Beach to see 
what could be implemented at Fisherman’s Wharf to make it attractive and desirable to 
visit by local residents and outsiders as well.

14. A lawsuit to delay the project until we first fully uncover how this got approved in the 
first place without input from the taxpayers.

15. A repeal process for Lynn Kreiger. She has never EVER listened to what Harbor 
area residents want or need. We need representation from someone who is actually 
impacted by harbor decisions. Lyn is not.

16. It would be better suited for parkland. We have none on this side except the strip of 
grass by the boatyard.

17. An aquatic center like the one on Kimball to serve the zip codes down here.

18. Restaurants, breweries, etc.

19. This area needs a community center and library, what a great site for a community 
center.

20. I want more waterfront visible from the main roads



Channel Islands Community Association Inc.

Chronological Publications File 

CICA Media Articles and Letters 
Regarding Channel Islands Harbor 
Planning Issues 

The County is an Unfit Developer  (October 2014) 
Civic Engagement  (July 2015) 
Time to Return Channel Islands Harbor to the 
Citizens of Ventura County  (January 2016) 
No shortage of Residential Projects in Oxnard  
(January 2016)   
Just Say No to Those Apartments  (March 2016) 
Fisherman's Wharf: a Misuse of Public Lands — 
(April 2016) 
Nothing to See, Move Along   (May 2016) 
Letter to Wesley Horn at CA Coastal Commission 
regarding Proposed PWP Amendment 7   (June 
2016)
Letter to Wesley Horn at CCC regarding harbor 
departments actions in support of their proposed 
PWP amendment  (September 2016) 

CICA Submission to the
California Coastal Commission

June 2017

Exhibit 8
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Supervisors Bennet, Long, Parks, Foy 
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Oxnard Residents

July 5, 2015

Re:   Civic Engagement, Speaking out to the Board of Supervisors On Agenda Item 41

On July 2, 2015 the calendar for the Ventura County Board of Supervisors was 
posted at 2:00pm with Item 41 a proposal for the development of the Hotel on 
the Peninsula Casa Serena. While most of the community has great enthusiasm 
for the replacing the 10 year decline of the harbor, our concern is the manner in 
which the project is being handled. 

Posting a topic of great community interest on the eve of a three day 4th of July 
Holiday that’s requests BOS approval of a lease and an exemption from 
environmental study with no material content for review, no public review 
process, without a time certain agenda, and without ample opportunity for the 
community to prepare their response is at best bad form and a worst intentionally 
deceptive by the Harbor Department. This is clear avoidance of community 
engagement which shows contempt by both the board of supervisors and harbor 
department for the community’s right to engage in the process. 

Making matters worse, years ago the Board of Supervisors eliminated the Ventura 
County Planning Department from oversight of Harbor Department Projects and 
bypasses meaningful oversight of the City of Oxnard’s planning process for Harbor 
development projects. 

HARBOR DEPT — ITEM 41.  Approval of, and Authorization for, the Harbor Director 
to Execute an Option Agreement, and Agree to Enter into and Authorization for the 
Chair to Execute, a Long-Term Lease, for the Construction and Operation of a 
Replacement Hotel Complex and Restaurant on Parcels F and F-1 in the Channel 
Islands Harbor with Bright Peninsula Road, LLC; Authorization for the Harbor Director 
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to Submit the Projects to the California Coastal Commission, and Find that the 
Approvals are Exempt from the California Environmental Quality Act. 

1) Address an email to the Clerk of the board COB clerkoftheboard@ventura.org , 
your letter will get entered into the record of the meeting. 

2) Subject “Harbor Department Item 41 
3) Copy the text below if you agree with the request or enter your own to express 

your views. 
Additional email contacts for the Board of Supervisors if you choose 

Steve Bennet - steve.bennett@ventura.org  
Peter Foy - supervisor.foy@ventura.org  
Linda Parks - Linda.Parks@ventura.org  
Kathy Long - kathy.long@ventura.org  
John Zaragoza - john.zaragoza@ventura.org (John is the supervisor for our 
community) 

Email Contacts for Oxnard City Council  

Tim Flynn - timbflynn@gmail.com  
Caren Ramierez - carmen4oxnard@gmail.com  
Bert Perello - Bert.Perello@ci.oxnard.ca.us  
Brian McDonald – bryan.macdonald@ci.oxnard.ca.us  
Dorina Padilla - dorina.padilla@ci.oxnard.ca.us 

Other Contacts  

Assemblyman Das Willams – das.willams@asm.ca.gov  
Copy below into your email…  

Attention: Clerk of the Board 

Since the Ventura County Board of Supervisors is acting — in place of the Ventura 
County Planning Department — as the entity that approves development projects 
in Channel Islands Harbor, we submit the following requests to allow for the 
appropriate of public review input on development projects within our 
Community prior to a lease being granted. 

Specifically, with regards to Item 41 on the Agenda for July 7, 2015: 
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HARBOR DEPT — ITEM 41.  Approval of, and Authorization for, the Harbor 
Director to Execute an Option Agreement, and Agree to Enter into and 
Authorization for the Chair to Execute, a Long-Term Lease, for the Construction 
and Operation of a Replacement Hotel Complex and Restaurant on Parcels F and 
F-1 in the Channel Islands Harbor with Bright Peninsula Road, LLC; 
Authorization for the Harbor Director to Submit the Projects to the California 
Coastal Commission, and Find that the Approvals are Exempt from the 
California Environmental Quality Act. 

 I request that the Board of Supervisors order the following with regard to this 
item: 

As a matter of policy, all agenda items pertaining to Harbor development 
should always be classified as time certain to allow for public attendance 
and comment. 
Order that all Harbor development-related items be scheduled at least a 
week in advance.  In this instance, five days’ notice over a long holiday 
weekend is exclusionary; it simply doesn’t allow all interested parties to 
prepare and participate. 
The Board of Supervisors should require a community review of the 
project prior to approval by the Board and submission to the California 
Coastal Commission 
The Board of Supervisors should invite the Oxnard Planning Department 
and Ventura County Planning to participate in the community review of 
the project prior to submission to the California Coastal Commission 
During the public review prior to going to presentation to the Coastal 
Commission, the community should be presented with the Basis for the 
Harbor Departments Claim for exemption from the California 
Environment Quality Act.  
Approval by the Board of Supervisors of a Long-Term Release and 
Exemption from the California Environmental Quality Act without public 
review and third party expert review would represent a significant 
breach of the Community’s trust. 
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My views are aligned with CICA and request that you actively engage 
them in the process of resolving Community Issues. 

We formally request that you do not approve Item 41 as it stands without these 
modifications and that you advise the Harbor Management of the need for 
proactive Community Engagement.  

Sincerely, 

Mike Mercadante, Chair
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Published Article

January 3, 2016

Re:     Time to Return Channel Islands Harbor to the Citizens of Ventura County
 
Last November 10, the Ventura County Board of Supervisors unanimously cleared the 
way for the redevelopment of Fisherman’s Wharf by approving a developer’s lease 
option. In their view, this vote finally “solved” the problem of this critical gateway 
property at the entrance of Channel Islands Harbor by simply blanketing it with a few 
hundred apartments.

Supervisors approved this lease proposal although all of them were aware that building 
apartments on the Fisherman’s Wharf site is inconsistent with all the long-term planning 
documents, many of which the County itself caused to be generated and approved. It 
also runs completely counter to the public’s vision for the Harbor, which has been 
expressed clearly in recent surveys.

After 18 months of appearing at Supervisors meetings, holding public forums on Harbor-
related topics, and attending private meetings with elected leaders and County officials, 
we have reluctantly come to a different conclusion: it is not a question of whether our 
Supervisors can grasp a long-term vision for the Harbor — they can. They’re just not in 
a position to execute on it.

For structural and operational reasons, there is no way that any master plan for the 
Harbor can be implemented today, because the primary mandate of the Harbor 
Department is simply to stay within a tight operating budget. No long-term vision, no 
ecological sensibilities, no ability to invest in anything of substance unless it can be 
shown to “make money” over a short time horizon. This is what the apartment project is 
all about: it promises immediate revenues for the County. The County can’t really 
deliver on the mission implied by its stewardship of Channel Islands Harbor. It is a 
reluctant manager of these properties, and thus likely to extend the long-term sub- par 
performance of the Harbor, one of the County’s primary public assets.

Everyone can agree on the kinds of infrastructure that the Harbor really needs — there 
are many examples of well-run harbors along the California coast. The long-term 
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solution for Channel Islands Harbor needs to come from a completely different 
direction: the ownership and management of the Harbor need to change.

We propose that Ventura County transfer all of its Channel Islands Harbor assets and 
operations to the public via a quasi-governmental entity managed collaboratively by all 
the logical stakeholders — a Port Authority. It will take a great deal of analysis to 
articulate the appropriate legal and financial structure and define the relationships 
among the parties. But, in time, the County’s budgetary exposure would fade away and 
become a revenue stream.

But wait, isn’t the County the “owner” of all these Harbor properties? Well, yes and no 
— the citizens of Ventura County are the real “owners,” and the Board of Supervisors 
are really stewards of these assets on behalf of the citizen “owners.” Even with the best 
of intentions, under the current arrangement there is very little that Ventura County can 
do to make Channel Islands Harbor into, say, another Dana Point. They can’t get there 
from here, and they know it. When they approve apartments as a “solution” for 
Fisherman’s Wharf, it’s not because they think it’s a great idea. Financially, they have 
no alternative. The trouble is, their hurried, questionable decision could cast a 40-year 
shadow over the Harbor.

The annual cost of the Harbor to the County amounts to 1/10 of 1% of its $1 billion 
annual budget. Financially, the Harbor is of no consequence. No surprise that the 
Supervisors don’t have much time on their agendas for long-term Harbor planning. But, 
this fraction of 1% fails to capture the huge potential of the Harbor as a focus for 
visitors, recreation and commerce.

The balance sheet value of these properties plays no role in the daily operations of the 
County. While it may feel paradoxical, we are convinced that giving Channel Islands 
Harbor assets away to a “Port Authority,” would set the Harbor free to become the 
magnificent public asset that it could be. In time, it would generate significant “net 
revenues,” not “net costs,” for Ventura County.

Channel Islands Harbor needs, and deserves, a much more realistically-defined 
governance model. There are far better approaches to be evaluated and a large number 
of citizens willing to help.

Sincerely

Werner Keller 

Member, CICA Inc.





City of Oxnard Residential Project List Planning Division



City of Oxnard Residential Project List Planning Division



City of Oxnard Residential Project List Planning Division



City of Oxnard Residential Project List Planning Division
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Published Article

March 28, 2016

Re: Fisherman’s Wharf: Just Say No to Those Apartments

Sadly, Channel Islands Harbor, one of the most striking harbors on America’s West 
Coast, and its grand entrance — Fisherman’s Wharf — are in decay. This reflects 15 
years of mismanagement by Ventura County, combined with their disappointing lack of 
understanding about how a government entity should nurture, develop and operate a 
publicly-owned coastal resource.

The County’s explanations have a familiar ring: “we had a great recession, developers 
are unwilling to spend money, and the County has limited resources for the Harbor.”

I see it differently: the recession in California ended quite a few years ago, and the 
current approaches to managing and developing the Harbor are not working. — We 
need to stop and change directions. The future of these unique properties has to be
guided by their real owners: the citizens of Ventura County.

The Board of Supervisors has abdicated any leadership role in the Harbor by 
empowering the harbor director to operate for years without community or planning 
oversight. Unlike the private sector, here we have no process that compares objectives 
with actual results.

How can we revitalize an area after it has fallen into disrepair? I believe that we should 
begin with the end in mind:

Imagine a wide promenade on Fisherman’s Wharf, with seating and gathering places 
along the west side of the entire 11-acre parcel, along the water’s edge. This stretch 
would include many places where visitors could simply enjoy being near the water. 
There would be a variety of docks hosting water taxis, boat rentals, and perhaps 
departure piers for whale watching and island exploration tours.
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On the land side of this promenade I envision a landscaped park with picnic tables and 
playgrounds. Further east, a variety of structures for visitor-serving businesses, a 
museum, a marine learning center, restaurants and a small performance space.  

And parking, lots of parking — Fisherman’s Wharf would then truly become the 
entrance to Channel Islands Harbor. Once visitors arrived, they would have access to 
every other facility in the Harbor by walkways, bicycle paths, water taxi and boat rentals.

Now let’s take a look at what the County is planning instead:

The Board of Supervisors recently approved an option for a very long-term (60-year) 
lease to a developer who proposed a “mixed use development project” for Fisherman’s 
Wharf.

Translation: a high-density apartment project, together with resident parking structures 
for [600] vehicles.  Yes, they would also provide space for some restaurants and other 
Harbor related businesses, but they would all have to pay rent: no museums or 
educational centers.

The stated rationale from our leaders is that more “rooftops” will surely bring economic 
vitality to the Harbor. However, history tells us that 20 years ago, the Harbor was very 
vital, while the neighborhood had far fewer “rooftops.” At a time when almost 2,000 new 
housing units are already coming to the immediate area, 370 more in the Harbor itself 
hardly sounds like an unimaginative solution.  

All of this is really about revenues to Ventura County, and has nothing to do with any 
long-term vision for our Harbor. Worse, these potential revenues, while meaningful to an 
ordinary citizen, are completely insignificant in the context of the County’s $1 billion 
annual budget.  Essentially, a rounding error.

I can hear the Supervisors’ objections now: “Well, who will be paying for all of this? A 
developer won’t pay for a park.”

Well, maybe the wrong folks are in charge. The way I see it, creating community 
gathering spaces in locations that are essentially priceless is one of the roles of a good 
government. Waterfront property is especially sacred and should always be reserved for 
the public. If the County doesn’t hold it sacred, they should get out.

We are the real owners of Channel Islands Harbor. We pay the County to be both 
planners and caretakers of this precious coastal asset on behalf of our community. We 
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expect our public servants to be fully transparent and intentionally collaborative with the 
community. They haven’t been, and we continue to receive far less than we deserve.

The County and the Board of Supervisors have lost the confidence of the Harbor 
Community. Significant change is required, now. It’s time to replace the Harbor 
Department, establish an oversight body, move ownership of all Harbor properties to an 
entity capable of long-term vision, and engage all stakeholders in a meaningful way.

And yes, we do need a better vision for Fisherman’s Wharf than 370 apartments!

Sincerely

Michael J. Mercadante  

President, CICA Inc.
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Survey Distribution
Ventura County BOS
Michael Powers, CEO of Ventura County
Lyn Kreiger

April 2016

Re: Fisherman’s Wharf: A Misuse of Public Lands

Channel Islands Harbor, one of the most striking harbors on America’s West 
Coast, and its grand entrance — Fisherman’s Wharf — are in decay. This 
reflects 15 years of mismanagement by Ventura County, including a 
disappointing lack of understanding about how a government entity should 
nurture, develop and operate a publicly owned coastal resource. 

The County’s explanations have a stale ring: “we had a great recession, 
developers are unwilling to spend money, and the County has limited resources 
for the Harbor.” 

Those are all excuses: the recession in California ended quite a few years ago, 
and the current approaches to managing and developing the Harbor are just not 
working.  We now have a third attempt at placing condos or apartments at 
Fisherman’s Wharf. Our leaders are indeed trying the same thing over and over 
and expecting different results. 

The Board of Supervisors abdicated any leadership role in the Harbor by 
empowering the Harbor Director to operate for years without community or 
planning oversight. Unlike in the private sector, here we have no process that 
holds managers responsible for the results they deliver. 
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Before we burden our community with another large-scale planning error, we 
need to stop and change directions. The future of these unique properties has to 
be guided by their real owners: the citizens of Ventura County. 

We could begin with the end in mind: 

For example, imagine a 20 foot wide public promenade 2000 foot in length 
along the water’s edge from Channel Islands Blvd. to Curlew Way with seating 
and gathering places for visitors to walk, have a picnic, or just enjoy the harbor. 
The Wharf dockside would be easily accessible from the promenade providing 
access to water taxis, boat rentals, and perhaps a departure pier for whale 
watching and island exploration. 

Along the inside of the promenade, the full length of the Fisherman’s wharf 
parcel, would be a large landscaped park with picnic tables, and marine-themed 
playgrounds for all to enjoy. Finally, a variety of new structures hosting visitor-
serving businesses, a museum, a marine learning center, and restaurants. 

And parking, lots of parking — Fisherman’s Wharf would then truly become 
the gateway to Channel Islands Harbor. Once visitors arrived, they would have 
access to every other facility in the Harbor by walkways, bicycle paths, water taxi 
and boat rentals. “The Wharf” would be a gateway to Channel Islands Harbor 
for all Ventura County residents and visitors. 

These are not new ideas. A wonderful master plan for the Harbor, with many of 
these same elements, was put together in 1998 with significant public funds. It 
remains on a County shelf in “draft” status. 

Now, here is the County’s current vision: 

The Board of Supervisors recently gave an option for a very long-term (65-year) 
lease to a developer who proposed a “mixed use development project” for 
Fisherman’s Wharf. 

Translation: a high-density apartment project, together with resident parking 
structures for over 600 vehicles.  Yes, they would also provide minimal space 
for a few restaurants and other Harbor-related businesses, but these would all 
have to pay full rent: no museums or educational centers. 

The stated rationale from our leaders is that more “rooftops” will surely bring 
economic vitality to the Harbor. However, history tells us that 20 years ago, the 
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Harbor neighborhood had far fewer “rooftops” and yet the Harbor was much 
more vibrant. At a time when almost 2,000 new housing units are already 
coming to the immediate area, 390 more in the Harbor itself is the wrong use of 
waterfront that should serve all residents and visitors. 

All of this is really all about revenues to Ventura County, and has nothing to do 
with any long-term vision for our Harbor. Worse, these potential revenues, 
while meaningful to an ordinary citizen, are insignificant in the context of the 
County’s $1 billion annual budget.  Essentially, a rounding error. 

We can hear the Supervisors’ objections now: “Well, who will be paying for all 
of this? A developer won’t pay for a park.” 

Well, maybe the wrong folks are in charge. Creating community gathering 
spaces in priceless public locations is one of the roles of a good government. 
Waterfront property is especially sacred and should always be reserved for the 
public. If the County doesn’t hold it sacred, it’s time they stepped aside. 

We are the real owners of Channel Islands Harbor. We pay the County to be 
both planners and caretakers of this precious coastal asset on behalf of our 
community. We expect our public servants to be fully transparent and 
intentionally collaborative with the community. They have been neither. 

The County and its Board of Supervisors have lost the confidence of the 
Harbor Community. Significant change is required. Now. It’s time to replace the 
Harbor Department, establish an oversight body, move ownership of all Harbor 
properties to an entity capable of long-term vision, and engage all stakeholders 
in a meaningful way. 

And yes, we deserve a broader vision for Fisherman’s Wharf than 390 
apartments. 

Sincerely, 

Mike Mercadante, Chair
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Published Article

May 18, 2016

Re: Nothing to see, move along…

During the recent May 3rd Ventura County Board of Supervisors meeting, members of 
the Board pointed out that a “new” Planning Process was being used for Channel 
Islands Harbor, to make the point that they were listening to the Community.  What 
Supervisors Zaragoza, Bennett, and others didn’t realize was that our proposals for 
changing the planning process had been intensely edited, removing almost all of our 
key recommendations. These edits (mostly deletions) simply appeared —there was no 
consultation of any type by the County.  The Board of Supervisors doesn’t realize how 
insulting this process was.  Did they expect that we wouldn’t notice that our 
recommendations had been removed from the process diagram they presented? 

Our position is straightforward: Channel Islands Community Association (CICA) has 
always felt that interested stakeholders should be given a voice at the beginning of the 
planning process: before RFP’s are proposed, before ERNs are granted, and long 
before lease commitments are made. In mid-2015, Supervisor Zaragoza suggested that 
CICA make a recommendation for enhancements to the process which he would then 
bring forward to the Harbor Department and County Management on our behalf.

CICA accepted this assignment and two members of our team invested considerable 
time, reviewing existing documents, and interviewing officials from Ventura and other 
counties. They worked diligently to recommend a new process and presented the 
results to Supervisor Zaragoza and his staff at multiple meetings. Our goal was to 
engage in an open conversation, have our recommendations considered, and engage in 
a discussion to refine the proposal. 

However, once completed, our work was greeted by silence. Attempts at follow-up were 
met with more silence.  When our input was dismissed without even a conversation, we 
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concluded that the County of Ventura was sending a clear message: “we don’t really 
care what you think!”

These planning recommendations continue to be ignored. The decision-making process 
for the Harbor remains secretive and unchanged. It is inherently structured to create 
conflict.  Citizens have to play a cat-and-mouse game, watching for Harbor-related 
items to appear on the BOS Agenda. Then, citizens only opportunity for input is to 
present their views to the Board on the same day as the Supervisors will vote on the 
project.  Since the Board arrives at the meeting already having decided how they will 
vote on various issues, this public commentary on the day amount to little more than 
theatre. This cannot be how democracy is supposed to work. 

County officials suggest that we object because we simply don’t want the Harbor to 
develop. Nothing could be further from the truth. We are committed to having this 
unique community develop and grow, but this growth needs to be driven by a shared
vision, not a developer’s bottom line. Harbor properties are publically-owned coastal 
resources.  Our vision for them is not controversial: a beautiful coastal destination for all 
citizens of Ventura County; a destination for family time at the coast, a place to relax, to 
be entertained, a place to learn about California’s Galapagos.  

We are objecting because we see a flawed plan for the Harbor, and an astounding level 
of mismanagement over time. The BOS should not assume that these 2 or 3-minute 
sound bites allowed at the meetings, right before they approve a project, is the same as 
listening thoughtfully to the people who pay their salaries. Our greatest disappointment 
is with those currently-sitting officials who are either unable or unwilling to represent 
their constituent Community. 

For our part, we have been speaking out in a fact-based and professional manner; we 
have done the analysis, conducted surveys and held public forums to gather opinions 
from our neighbors.  We had hoped that the County would see this activity not as a 
threat, but as the work of a committed and informed community hopeful of collaborating 
with government. Yet, every time we have invited the officials to participate in our 
Community Forums, no one from the County shows up, this is in stark contrast to the 
effort to engage the community in other parts of the county.  Why?

Channel Islands Harbor is a county asset that has been allowed to decline to a 
disgraceful level. When the community speaks up, we are effectively being told, “move 
along, there is nothing here to see — we don’t care what you think.”
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So this brings us to how should we as a community respond to our representatives who 
treat our serious proposal for a process change, community participation, and 
recommendations for a shared harbor vision with such a dismissive attitude. 

We think it’s time for a change!  A community of more than 30,000 Ventura County 
residents surround the Harbor, it’s time they have a real voice. It’s time to immediately 
form a Channel Islands Harbor Authority, become more vocal as a community, and to 
vote for change on June 7th.

Sincerely

Michael J. Mercadante  

President, CICA Inc.
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Wesley Horn, Coastal Program Analyst
California Coastal Commission
89 S California St, Ste 200, Ventura, CA 93001

June 11, 2016

Re: Public Works Plan Amendment 7

Attached is a letter which I recently sent to the Ventura County Board of Supervisors regarding 
an upcoming, June 14th request by the Channel Islands Harbor Department to approve a seventh 
amendment to the Harbor Public Works Plan. We are requesting them to postpone their vote. As 
stated we feel the content isn’t a coherent harbor plan, doesn’t justify their assertions that 
rooftops will revitalize the harbor, doesn’t meet the criteria of an Urban village, and is not 
sufficient in its environmental analysis of the impacts.

In short we are challenging the purpose, value, and vision of this proposal. 

CICA, Inc is a community group whose focus is on the revitalization of Channel Islands Harbor 
as a Community Accessible coastal harbor for recreational boating and Marine recreation. 

Over the last two years we have been trying to engage with the County in a professional and fact
based manner to voice our concerns about planning, vision, direction and methods used by the 
Harbor Department to manage this precious public coastal asset. Our group has conducted & 
presented community surveys on the state of the harbor, and specifically on Fisherman’s Wharf. 
We have also conducted numerous public forums to collect inputs from our community.

I would request an appointment to discuss this matter with you to understand the proper 
approach our group should use to have our concerns voiced with the Coastal Commission. 

Sincerely

Michael J. Mercadante  

President, CICA Inc.
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Wesley Horn, Coastal Program Analyst
California Coastal Commission
89 S California St, Ste 200, Ventura, CA 93001

September 29, 2016

Re: Response to 2nd submission of PWP Amendment 7    

Wesley

Had there been more time I would have created a more formal document and rebuttal. I
will apologize in advance but I felt it was more important to say something, then to have 
it perfect. 

Planning & Analysis Process

• Channel Islands Harbor lacks a visioning & planning process which 
engages the community and the City of Oxnard. The Harbor departments 
practice of continually amending a very old master plan has been meet with 
concerns by the community, the City of Oxnard, and the California Coastal 
Commission. The excuse of this last decade that it impedes progress is 
flawed and short sighted. The Harbor Department continues to confuse 
telling the community what they are doing on a project by project basis with 
community engagement.

• Public outreach was meet with significant objections as evidenced by the 
speaker turn out at Board of Supervisors meetings and 4000+ signatures on 
a petition to stop the repurposing and zoning of Fisherman’s Wharf.

• The Harbor Departments assertions that a simple amendment should be 
made to the City’s LCP so that this plan can move forward has not been 
justified.

• Had a collaborative & routine planning practice between the City and 
County been in place these issues would not require special handling and 
illustrates the County continued practice of forcing the City to conform to 
their needs.
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• The County’s assertion that the Fisherman’s Wharf project has been 
planned as an Urban village is purely a claim of convenience and has not 
been justified. 

• Why is the County or the City not requesting that the developer conform to 
California State Law pertaining to affordable housing? 

• The expectation of the Harbor Department is that pending modifications to 
the City’s LCP will conform to the requirements of the project is assumptive, 
fundamentally flawed, and shouldn’t be an acceptable practice for 
approval.

• The lack of an ongoing collaborative process for visioning and planning with 
the City of Oxnard and the surrounding community has been pointed out to 
the Harbor Department by the Coastal Commission and ignored.

Project Design vs PWP A7

The Harbor Department is asserting that because the proposed project of 390 
apartments with more retail space has significantly fewer apartments then the prior 
project its good.

We believe this misses the points of effective community planning & visioning.

• An assumption made by the Harbor Department is that rooftops in the harbor 
are necessary to revitalization.

This assertion ignores the facts that CIH has been in economic 
decline for 15 years while the surrounding community rooftops have 
expending significantly. Evidence of this are the properties which 
the County operates within the harbor including Fisherman’s Wharf, 
Casa Serena, Pas Mar Apartments, Whale’s Tail Restaurant, etc.
The Harbor Department has produced no economic analysis of this 
claim and the micro analysis described in the response to the 
Coastal Commission illustrates the continued refusal of the 
department to execute on a coherent and contemporary visioning 
process looking to the future

• The Harbor Department asserts this is simply a minor change to the current 
PWP all to do with Height limitations

Which ignore rezoning of areas of the harbor from Marine Severing 
Commercial to Mixed use.
Repurposing of parcels to residential which have previously be 
allocated to boat ramp. Counter to the mission of CIH, as a small 
boat recreational harbor and ignores the increasing trend of small 
boat trailering. Ignoring increasing trends in trailering of boats.
Some would suggested it doesn’t conform to the original deed 
grants of the properties involved.
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• A financial analysis of how this project would impact the Harbor Economics and 
vitaliality is completely missing.

The micro analysis of both economic and environmental impact is very evident in both 
the proposal itself, and correspondence. We are looking to the Coastal Commission to 
guide the County to achieve a higher purpose then just filling the land and lease 
revenue. 

Nowhere does this proposal seriously deal with the interests of the visitor serving intent 
of our harbor, educational benefits to our community & visitors, public access to the 
waterfront, and recreational access to the waterfront for all. Not just those who can 
afford a waterfront apartment. 

In summary this project is about filling the space not the execution of a vision. This 
public land could be better utilized by placing a water front park for families.

Sincerely

Michael J. Mercadante  

President, CICA Inc.




